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1: THE DIMENSIONS OF SOCIOLINGUISTIC LANGUAGE 
ATTITUDES 

Rado L. Lencek, Columbia University 

1.0. The purpose of this paper is to outline the sociolinguistic 
phenomena usually referred to as language persistence and language change 
in languages-in-contact settings, which are part of the speaker's behavior 
toward languages-in-contact situations. Thus our attention will be focussed 
not on language behavior in contact situations, but with the speaker's 
behavior toward language or languages in such situations. This slightly 
tangential topical subdivision of the nexus of research into language 
maintenance and language shift has quite recently been recognized as a field 
of systematic inquiry in sociolinguistics. As is well known, the subject was 
touched upon by Weinreich (1953) and by Fishman (1966). It was Fishman 
who pointed to two major categories of behavior toward language, which he 
classified as attitudinal-affective behaviors and the cognitive aspects of 
language response. 

More concretely: the relation SPEAKER: LANGUAGE is first of all 
dominated by language stereotypes and conventional impressionistic patterns 
that languages are, for example, "beautiful" vs. "ugly," "melodious" vs. 
"harsh," "rich" vs. "poor;" or by perceptions about individual features of 
languages that are considered "attractive" or "unattractive," "distinctive" or 
"commonplace," "proper" or "improper;" or by a series of emotional 
postures, sentiments, mental states, moods assumed either unconsciously 
or intentionally, opinions and dispositions of feelings about one or 
another real or alleged property of the language concerned: all being part of 
the emotional attitudes toward the languages that we use, dictated as 
Antoine Meillet put it by "Ie sentiment et la volonte d'appartenir a une 
meme communaute linguistique ... (de parler une meme langue)" (Meillet 
1921: 80-81). These emotional attitudes are part of Fishman's attitudinal
effective behaviors toward languages. 

To this grouping of the relation SPEAKER: LANGUAGE we would 
like to add, as well, the speaker's emotional attitudes toward the language of 
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the earliest life experiences, of individual memories, of a longing for 
something now lost, gone, far away or long ago; remembrances of the 
earliest conscious psychic reactions, sentiments; everything that is implied 
by the German Heimweh, the French mal du pays or our own nostalgia. The 
evoking of nostalgic reactions seems to be the very last function that a 
language can perform on the scale of its non-communicative attitudes and 
emotions. Paradoxically, this nostalgic echo of a language, remote and 
distant, can hardly be treated as a sociolinguistic attitude; on the other hand, 
it seems to be fully operative even after a language ceases to be actively 
used for communication in a diaspora. 

And finally and perhaps most importantly the relation SPEAKER: 
LANGUAGE in this very same system of individual memories and in the 
common memory of the language that is learned first (the mother tongue or 
native tongue) which nOllnally becomes the natural instrument of thought 
and communication, represents the strongest ethnic or national self
indentification. We say: the strongest, because besides the consciousness 
of the mother tongue as an entity separate from folkways, besides the 
knowledge of the native language there are perceptions of language as a 
component of "groupness," which makes the mother tongue a principle in 
the name of which language becomes the most prominent component in 
perceptions of "own-groupness" versus "other-groupness." In the Slavic 
tradition these are best known as the opposition po nase vs. ne po nase (in 
Pletersnik 1894-95, an interpretation from Slovene dialects), Polish po 
naszemu : nie po naszemu, Russian po-nasenski : ne po-nasenski; this is 
one of the basic general attitudes toward language of the level of preliterate 
societies (cf. Lencek 1985). In Fishman's system this attitude represents one 
of his cognitive aspects of language response. 

2.0. In literate societies, on the level of standard languages, the 
speaker's behavior toward a standard language is determined by the functions ' 
which a standard language perfonHs in society. There are three symbolic 
functions (the unifying, the separatist, and the prestige functions) and one 
objective function (the frame-of-reference function), which give rise to a set 
of three cultural attitudes toward the standard. 

The unifying and the separatist functions of a standard language on the 
one hand unify the speakers of different dialects of the same language and, 
on the other hand, oppose a standard languag to other standard languages as a 
separate entity; and they give rise to the attitude of language loyalty. The 
prestige function of a standard language, i.e., the prestige attached to the 
possession of a standard language by a society, gives rise to attitude of 
pride; and the frame-of-reference for speech usage which constitutes a 
yardstick for correctness brings about the attitude of awareness of the norm 
(Garvin & Mathiot 1956, Garvin 1959, Lencek 1976). 

Of the three attitudes toward standard languages, the ATTITUDE OF 
LANGUAGE LOYALlY reflects the desire of an individual educated speaker 
as well as that of an entire educated speech community to retain its language 
and, if necessary, to defend it against foreign encroachment. On the opposite 
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end of the same spectrum, of course, is the LANGUAGE ANTIPATHY of 
which language betrayal is only one expression. And we have to add: to a 
certain degree both attitudes, language loyalty and language antipathy, may 
also act (and do act) in folk speech in pre-standard language communities; in 
both instances they may become and have become a powerful carrier of 
intellectual and nationalistic or anti-nationalistic sentiments, when they 
unfold in a standard language community. Cases of both of these two 
attitides are known from Slovene cultural history. 

The second cultural attitude toward standard language is the ATTITUDE 
OF LANGUAGE PRIDE. Here I quote from Garvin & Mathiot (1956): 

"The possession of a fDIm of folk speech as well as of a standard 
language may be a source of pride for the speakers. Some positive 
attitude such as pride is a prerequisite for the desire to develop one's 
language into a standard. This attitude of pride will usually be 
focussed on one or the other real or alleged property of the language. 
As with language loyalty, pride if often the more militant, the less 
recognized the status of one's language is by others." 
And finally, the ATTITUDE OF AWARENESS OF THE NORM 

expresses the standard language speakers' disposition and frame of mind 
toward the codification of their language, its value, its desirability, even its 
necessity for the cultural evolution of society. The concept of such a norm 
can be either highly puristic, calling for an etymological purity in language, 
style and elegance of expression the puristic attitude or lax, careless, 
even sloppy with a tolerance of unnecessary loans in the standard language. 

3.0. It is in this conceptual framework that we, in our panel discussion, 
intend to treat the dimensions of sociolinguistic language attitudes of the 
Slovene language in 1990. We intend to do this for all three types of socio
political and socio-cultural language communities in which Slovene native 
speakers live today: (1) at home (v osrednji Sloveniji), inside the boundaries 
of the Republic of Slovenia where a Standard Slovene exists through its 
own authority and in its own right, deeply rooted in its historical mother 
tongue base; (2) in three geographically contiguous areas (v slovenskem 
zamejstvu), in Italy, Austria and Hungary, historically part of the same 
Eastern Alpine Slovene mother tongue base but separated from the Slovene 
language society; and (3) apart from this territorial ethnic community (v 
slovenskem zdomstvu), in emigration, in the Slovene diaspora, very often 
without any continuous linguistic tradition: in Argentina, Australia, 
Canada, France, Gellnany, the United States and elsewhere. 

The typological differentiation of the Slovene language communities is 
a product of the process of development of Slovene history during the last 
four or five generations (Lencek 1976, Rupel 1976). Until the very end of 
World War One the majority of Slovene speakers lived together in the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and it was only then that they became territo
rially divided and politically separated, and only during the last century have 
they been participating in an intense emigrating resettlement. Thus the 
territorial division and the state-political division of the Slovene speech area 
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and the main waves of emigration partially preceded the periods of growth 
and development of the Slovene Standard language after 1918. What this 
means is that the model of sociolinguistic functions and attitudes of the 
Slovene language before 1918 was still modeled after preliterate Slovene 
societies. It is only after 1918 that educated urban Slovene began to assume 
the functions of a standard within the culture of a speech community the 
unifying, the separatist and the prestige functions, and that these functions 
gave rise to the attitudes of the speech community toward the standard 
language, the attitude of language loyalty and the attitude of pride, in the 
members of the entire Slovene standard speech community. 

TABLE I 

REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA V ZAMEJSTVU V ZI >OMSlVU 
CSS Regional koines Dialects 

SOCIOLINGUISTIC CATEGORIES: 
Function! Attitude 
Separatist/Loyalty 

Prestige/Pride 

Frame of Reference! 
Awareness of NOlin 

+ 

+ 

+ 

(+)* o 

- o 

- o 

The plus sign (+) indicates that the level of the language has a major role 
in the particular sociolinguistis function, and is to a significant degree 
the object of the attitude associated therewith. The minus sign (-) 
indicates that this is not the case. The zero (0) indicates that the 
particular sociolinguistic functions and its associated attitued appear to 
be inapplicable for that particular level of language. The asterisk (*) 
suggests that the indicated sociolinguistic function and attitude differ in 
degree and/or quality from the same sociolinguistic function and attitude 
that characterize CSS. The parenthesis indicates less specific evidence. 
See also Lencek 1988. 

This explains the differences in sociolinguistic function/attitude models 
among the three types of socio-political and/or socio-cultural language 
communities in which native speakers of Slovene live today (cf. Patemost 
1985): (a) in the realm of Standard Slovene, v osrednji Sloveniji, the 
unifying, the separatist and the prestige function, with a set of cultural 
attitudes toward the standard, an atttitude of language loyalty, an attitude of 
pride, and an attitude of awareness of the norm (see Gjurin 1990); (b) in the 
realm of the Slovene language beyond the limits of Standard Slovene (v 
zamejstvu), a unifying, a separatist and a prestige function of the regional 
dialects of Slovene with a set of loyalty and pride attitudes toward the 
mother-tongue (mother-dialect) (see Sedmak & Susie 1983); and (c) in a 
Slovene diaspora situation (v zdomstvu), with a complete absence of 
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soicolinguistic functions and attitudes (see Lencek 1988). These differences 
are displayed on TABLE I above. 

The situation in the Republic of Slovenia is stipulated in terms of the 
use in public life of Contemporary Standard Slovene [= CSS; the situation 
in Italy, Austria and Hungary (v zamejstvu) in terms of the use of the 
regional koines; and the situation in emigration (v zdomstvu) reflects 
language use in the first two generations of American Slovene communities 
(whereas speakers in these communities who were educated in Slovenia still 
use CSS.) 

4.0. There is no better starting-point for our discussion of the 
dimensions of sociolinguistic attitudes toward language in the three Slovene 
language communities, than the concept of mother tongue and the precepts 
for the conduct which we owe to our first language, as formulated by Bishop 
Anton Martin Slomsek (1880-1862) just a few years before the Slovene 
vernacular was introduced into elementary education in the Slovene lands. In 
the sermon which he delivered on Whitsunday 1834 in MozberkiMoosberg 
in Carinthia, he spoke to his faithful Carinthians about their slovenji 
(slovenski) language, and included a string of aphorisms on the materni 
jezik and their moral reponsibilities for its preservation epitomizing, as it 
were, the fullest possible loyalty to the Slovene language: 

or: 

or: 

"Kdor svoj matern jezik zavrie ... , je zmedinemu pjancu podoben, 
ki zlato v prah potepta, ino ne ve, koliko skodu si dela ... " 

"Slovenji starejSi, ki slovenje znajo, pa svojih otrok ... slovenjiga 
jezika ne ucijo, so nehvaleini hisniki, ki svojim otrokam drago 
domaco rec, slovenski jezik, zapravijo, ki so jim ga njihovi dedi 
. x'l'" Izro .. 1 I ... 

"Materni jezik je nar draiji dota, ki smo jo od svojih starih 
zadobili; skerbno smo ga dolZfii ohraniti, olepsati, ino svoijim 
mlajsim zapustiti..." 

and finally: 
"Kakor hvalezen sin moje ljube matere zelim .. de kakor je moja 
prva beseda slovenja bila, naj tudi moja posledna beseda slovenja 
bo."1 

I In translation: "He who repudiates his mother tongue ... is like the befuddled drunkard who 
tramples gold into dust without even realizing what great injury he does himself ... ;" "Slovene 
parents who know Slovene but fail to teach the Slovene language to their children are like those 
faithless stewards who have squandered away their children's precious legacy. the Slovene language, 
which had been entrusted to them for safekeeping by their forefathers;" ''fhe mother tongue is the 
most precious dowry that we have received from our elders; we are obliged prudently to preserve it, to 
beautify it, and bequeath it to our youth;" "As the grateful son of my mother I wish ... that as my 
first word was Slovene, so too may my last word be Slovene." Originally published in Droblince za 
novo lelo 1849. U~ilelam ino u~encam. slari'em ino olrokam v podvu~enje ino za kralek ~as. Na 
svetlo dal Anton Slom~ek (Celje, 1949); quoted. in English translation by Lena M. Len~ ek, from 
Topori~iC & Gjurin 1981: 530-32. 
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Could we imagine a better or more inviting point of departure for the 
discussion of our topic today, a century and a half after this first paradigm of 
precepts, expectations and responsibilities toward the mother tongue of the 
three Slovenias was formulated? May it serve as a frame of reference for our 
projected comprehensive survey of the dimensions of language attitude 
problems in the Slovene language situation in 1990! 

Thank you for your attention. 
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